The 2007 Summer Simulation Multiconference (SummerSim'07) is an annual conference sponsored by The Society for Modeling and Simulation International which covers state-of-the-art developments in computer simulation technologies, as well as scientific, industrial, and business applications. Areas covered include high-performance computing technologies, models and algorithms, GUI visualization technologies, communications and much more. Application disciplines covered include advanced telecommunication; computer systems; military, government & aerospace; energy, and other industries. The conference includes keynote speeches presented by technology and industry leaders, technical sessions, professional development courses and seminars, as well as vendor exhibits. Scientists, engineers, managers, educators, and business professionals who develop or use simulation tools are invited to participate and present original papers. Proposals are solicited for papers, panels, tutorials, workshops, seminars, exhibits, social activities and for other presentation, discussion and sponsorship formats. People are always welcome to benefit by taking an organizing role.

SummerSim'07 offers many ways to promote simulation products and to enhance corporate images. You are invited to use the Summer Simulation Multiconference in ways that best serve your interests. The conference consists of several topic area sub-conferences / symposia. This year they are: International Symposium on Performance Evaluation of Computer and Telecommunication Systems (SPECTS'07) & Summer Computer Simulation Conference (SCSC'07).

**Final Program**

**Conference Keynotes**

- **Team-oriented, Design-focused Simulation Tools: Massively Multiplayer Games in the Engineering Workplace? or The Google Earth version of an Engineering Simulator?** presented by Roger A. Dougal, Dept of Electrical Engineering, University of South Carolina
- **A Brief History of Simulation & an SCS Update** presented by J. A. “Drew” Hamilton, Jr., Ph.D., Director, Information Assurance Laboratory and Associate Professor Computer Science & Software Engineering

**Symposia Keynote Speakers**

- **SCSC**

**Call for Papers**

**Tutorials**

- **SCSC**

**Online Registration**

- **Authors**
- **Non-Authors**
Paper Formatting Guidelines

Key Dates

see the individual topic area conferences for conference-specific Key Dates.

Exhibits

SummerSim'07 provides Corporate Members and other vendors, offering products and services compatible with the technical program, a low-cost opportunity to display on a tabletop or with free-standing equipment. The program provides specific time blocks designed to enhance vendor contact with attendees who are eager to learn about new products for simulations and simulators. For Exhibit Information, contact the Exhibits Chair.

Sponsored by The Society for Modeling and Simulation International
P.O. Box 17900
San Diego, California 92177-7900
Phone 858-277-3888
FAX 858-277-3930
scs@scs.org
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